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Operation Peregrine, Part 2
Location: ███████, United States of America

Written by Whitestrake, A.Jansen

[SEC=LEVEL 2] MOBILE TASK FORCE OPERATIVES WITH LEVEL 4 SECURITY CLEARANCE
MAY REQUEST UNREDACTED INFORMATION DIRECT FROM O4 COUNCIL.

Situation
Last week, Mobile Task Force Epsilon-6 "Village Idiots" found something that's got O4 spooked.
Spooked enough that this week, we have a personal request from the newly appointed Director of
the Red Drake Incident Group (RDIG). This is big - it's not every day the O4 Council appoints an
incident response group, and never this quick on the turnaround.

The item Epsilon-6 found is a letter from someone calling themselves "Red Drake". In the letter,
Red Drake appeals for help spreading some kind of material into the regional water supplies. Red
Drake promises that in doing so, the cultists will be directly contributing to the coming
"Apotheosis". In the letter, the material is referred to as "Still Water".
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RDIG want us on the scene to enact a series of lightning raids on sites identified as likely to be
housing this "Still Water", whatever it turns out to be. Mobile Task Force Tau-44 "Phalanx" will
deploy in full assault loadout, with full anomaly detection equipment and CBRNA gear on standby if
necessary. We will then carry out our raids, kill anyone in our way, retrieve the objective, and
return to a designated Foundation black site with it.

O4 have pulled some serious strings on behalf of RDIG - so we're not going to have to worry about
local law enforcement on the night. Epsilon-6 is on standby to corral any errant civilians and try to
keep them out of our hair. Our job is simple: get in, retrieve Still Water, and get home. Be ready,
though; all of the big wigs are treating this like it might just end up being not so simple at all.

Groups of Interest
Red Drake

The Sarkic Cults

Execution
Hoplite and Centurion are tasked with conducting rapid raids on two locations identified as possible
storage locations for "Still Water". Using blackhawk helicopters, two seperate teams will land close
to their targets and descend upon the locations, kill all cult members and secure anything that may
possibly be "Still Water".

Administration/Logistics
Administration

Rules of Engagement: Fire at will. Anyone within the target compounds are to be
neutralised.

Prisoners of War, Enemy Prisoners of War:  Any individuals who surrender are to be
apprehended and returned to base.

Any wounded are to be finished off.

Casualty Evacuation: Any casualties are to be evacuated by helicopter to base, any
dead are to be bagged and returned to base. No evidence is to be left behind pointing to
our presence which could lead to identification.

Logistics
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Resupply: N/A

Fire Support:
N/A

Reinsertion:
There is none. This will be a one life event.
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